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POPULAR CONSTITUTIONALISM, JUDICIAL SUPREMACY, AND
THE COMPLETE LINCOLN-DOUGLAS DEBATES

MARK A. GRABER*

INTRODUCTION

Judicial supremacy was a central theme in the Lincoln-Douglas debates from their very beginning. Shortly before their first encounter took place, courts had handed down controversial decisions that purported to settle political issues that were dividing the electorate. Both major partisan coalitions mobilized in response to these assertions of judicial authority to determine constitutional meaning. One party claimed that any effort to interfere with the judiciary violated fundamental constitutional principles. The other party claimed that what the Constitution meant should ultimately be decided by the people themselves, that citizens have a right to challenge judicial rulings they believe are deeply wrong. All of this is well-known.

What is less well-known is that the first Lincoln-Douglas clash over the judiciary took place in 1840, that the forum was the state legislature of Illinois, that the judicial decisions in question were made by the Supreme Court of Illinois, that Douglas and his Jacksonian supporters championed popular constitutionalism, and that Lincoln and his Whig supporters defended judicial supremacy.¹ Lincoln, Douglas, and their respective political allies were battling over a measure, known as the “Douglas Bill,” that would have doubled the size of the Supreme Court of Illinois, and would have allowed the additional judges to be appointed by a legislature controlled by the Democratic Party. Courts had become controversial in Illinois, as they had become in many states, because of a series of rulings that either favored more commercial interests at the expense of agrarian concerns or more generally favored Whigs at the expense of Jacksonian De-

* Professor of Government, University of Maryland, College Park, Professor of Law, University of Maryland School of Law. Much thanks to Larry Kramer for an exceptionally thoughtful piece of work and to the Chicago-Kent Law Review for their forbearance.

¹. For a discussion of this controversy, see ROBERT W. JOHANNSEN, STEPHEN A. DOUGLAS 92–97 (1973). Johannsen suggests that Lincoln and Douglas may have previously clashed over Jacksonian banking policy, another matter on which Douglas would have supported popular constitutionalism and Lincoln would have advocated judicial supremacy. See id. at 29.
Douglas and his political allies insisted that the people could take the steps necessary to ensure that the state constitution was interpreted consistently with popular Jacksonian constitutional understandings. They celebrated "a court that will decide all questions of a political character upon that broad basis of liberality which suits, and conforms to, the principles we mutually entertain."\(^2\) Lincoln and his political supporters vigorously opposed any measure that would increase legislative control over the judiciary. When the Douglas Bill became law, they issued a circular to the citizens of Illinois complaining that "the change proposed in the judiciary was... destructive to the institutions of the country, and... entirely at war with the rights and liberties of the people." Lincoln asserted that, as a result of this bill, "the independence of the Judiciary has been destroyed,.... that our rights of property and liberty of conscience can no longer be regarded as safe from the encroachments of unconstitutional legislation."\(^4\)

These partisan attacks on and defenses of an independent judiciary were typical of those made by Whigs and Jacksonians during the 1830s and 1840s. Such prominent Whigs as Daniel Webster celebrated judicial power,\(^5\) and the young Lincoln was an orthodox Whig.\(^6\) Lincoln, as a state legislator and congressman, consistently championed judicial supremacy. An early speech in the Illinois state legislature asserted, "that the individuals composing our [state] Supreme Court have, in an official capacity, decided in favor of the constitutionality of the Bank, would, in my mind, seem a sufficient answer to" the claim that the state bank was unconstitutional; the state judiciary, Lincoln stated, is the "tribunal, by which and which alone, the constitutionality of the Bank can ever be settled."\(^7\)


3. JOHANNSEN, supra note 1, at 95 (quoting Adam Snyder, a local Jacksonian Democrat).

4. Abraham Lincoln et al., Circular from Whig Committee Against the Judiciary Bill: Appeal to the People of the State of Illinois (Feb. 8, 1841) [hereinafter Lincoln, Circular], in 1 THE COLLECTED WORKS OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN 234, 236–37 (Roy P. Basler ed., 1953) [hereinafter COLLECTED WORKS].


and "reasserted popular control over constitutional development." Douglas first cut his political teeth supporting Andrew Jackson's veto of the bill rechartering the Second Bank of the United States. That veto insisted that legislative precedents were at least as authoritative as judicial precedents for ascertaining constitutional meaning and asserted that presidents had a constitutional obligation to veto legislation they thought unconstitutional, even when courts had previously declared the exercise of federal power to be constitutional. As Lincoln pointed out in their 1858 debates, Douglas during the bank wars of the 1830s strongly supported President Jackson's decision to reject *McCulloch v. Maryland* as settling the constitutional status of a national bank.

By the eve of the Civil War, Douglas, Lincoln, and many of their political supporters had switched positions on institutional authority over constitutional meaning. Douglas, during the more famous Lincoln-Douglas debates, vigorously defended judicial supremacy. Jacksonians, after the Mexican War, worked hard to secure a judicial ruling on the status of slavery in the territories, and Douglas was determined that the *Dred Scott* decision be the final word on that matter. He charged Lincoln with making "war on the decision of the Supreme Court in the case known as the *Dred Scott* case." "I wish to say to you, fellow-citizens," he stated,

that I have no war to make on that decision, or any other ever rendered by the Supreme Court. I am content to take that decision as it stands delivered by the highest judicial tribunal on earth, a tribunal established by the Constitution of the United States for that purpose, and hence that decision becomes the law of the land, binding on you, on me, and on every other good citizen, whether we like it or not. Hence I do not choose to go into an argument to prove, before this audience, whether or not Chief Justice Taney understood the law better than Abraham Lincoln.

8. KRAMER, supra note 5, at 205.
9. Veto Message from President Andrew Jackson to the U.S. Senate (July 10, 1832) [hereinafter Jackson Veto Message], in 5 A COMPILATION OF THE MESSAGES AND PAPERS OF THE PRESIDENTS 1789-1897, at 576, 581-82 (James D. Richardson ed., 1897) [hereinafter COMPILATION]. For Douglas's support for Jackson's bank policies, see JOHANNSEN, supra note 1, at 24-27.
Lincoln responded by sharply distinguishing judicial supremacy from judicial review. Republicans were outraged by the *Dred Scott* decision, and Lincoln favored banning slavery in the territories despite that judicial ruling. "We do not propose that when Dred Scott has been decided to be a slave by the court," he declared,

we, as a mob, will decide him to be free. We do not propose that, when any other one, or one thousand, shall be decided by that court to be slaves, we will in any violent way disturb the rights of property thus settled; but we nevertheless do oppose that decision as a political rule which shall be binding on the voter, to vote for nobody who thinks it wrong, which shall be binding on the members of Congress or the President to favor no measure that does not actually concur with the principles of that decision. We do not propose to be bound by it as a political rule in that way, because we think it lays the foundation not merely of enlarging and spreading out what we consider an evil, but it lays the foundation for spreading that evil into the States themselves. We propose so resisting it as to have it reversed if we can, and a new judicial rule established upon this subject.\(^{15}\)

Part I of this article will show how this more complete history of the Lincoln-Douglas debates provides additional support for the main thesis of Larry Kramer's *The People Themselves*. The Lincoln-Douglas debates of 1840 are yet another instance when judicial power was contested in American history. As *The People Themselves* correctly points out, antebellum Americans who objected to the substance of judicial decisions in constitutional cases consistently challenged both the actual decisions that courts had made and the authority of courts over constitutional meaning. As was the case with the Douglas Bill in 1840 and the Republican Party platform of 1860, proponents of popular constitutionalism were often able to influence decisively the course of state and national constitutional development. What the working Constitution meant in the antebellum United States depended as much on popular understandings, elections, and legislative debate as on judicial decisions.\(^{16}\) The frequency with which popular

\(^{15}\) Abraham Lincoln & Stephen A. Douglas, Sixth Debate with Stephen A. Douglas at Quincy, Illinois (Oct. 13, 1858) [hereinafter Lincoln & Douglas, Sixth Debate], in 3 COLLECTED WORKS, supra note 4, at 245, 255. Dean Kramer and other commentators commonly treat this speech and a similar passage in Lincoln's first inaugural address, Abraham Lincoln, First Inaugural Address—Final Text (Mar. 4, 1861) [hereinafter Lincoln, First Inaugural Address], in 4 COLLECTED WORKS at 262, 268, as canonical expressions of popular constitutionalism. See KRAMER, supra note 5, at 211–12; Herbert Wechsler, *The Courts and the Constitution*, 65 COLUM. L. REV. 1001, 1008 (1965). Lincoln, however, may have been asserting only that certain aberrant judicial decisions should not be considered authoritative. This argument is developed in MARK A. GRABER, *DRED SCOTT AND THE PROBLEM OF CONSTITUTIONAL EVIL* (forthcoming 2006).

\(^{16}\) This point is elaborated at length with respect to antebellum free speech theory in MICHAEL KENT CURTIS, *FREE SPEECH, "THE PEOPLE'S DARLING PRIVILEGE": STRUGGLES FOR FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION IN AMERICAN HISTORY* (2000).
movements successfully challenged judicial prerogative demonstrates that, at the very least, no consensus existed in the United States on judicial supremacy before the Civil War. Contemporary proponents of judicial power cannot justify judicial authority by pointing to an unbroken tradition beginning with *Marbury v. Madison*, if not before, that regards the Supreme Court as the ultimate arbiter of constitutional controversies.

Part II of this article will explain how the Lincoln-Douglas debates of 1840 and 1858 also cast doubt on a subtheme of *The People Themselves* and raise questions about the way that work characterizes the relationships between the judiciary and the rest of the political system. Dean Kramer treats American constitutional history as an ongoing struggle between "aristocrats" who support judicial supremacy and "democrats" committed to a more popular constitutionalism. The complete Lincoln-Douglas debates suggest that political struggles to control constitutional meaning have been more protean. Prominent political leaders who advocated judicial supremacy at some times and on some issues celebrated popular constitutionalism at other times and on other issues. Douglas was one of many ambitious politicians who rose to power championing popular constitutionalism, but after political allies established control over the courts, found judicial supremacy a useful means for stabilizing their political coalition, for exercising authority over resisting localities, and for entrenching their policy preferences. As the pattern of judicial decisions shifts, so does partisan support for judicial power. Lincoln was one of many ambitious politicians who first defended courts as a bulwark against an insurgent political movement with an alternative constitutional vision, and then—after the insurgents had consolidated power and gained control over the judiciary—attacked courts when leading a different insurgent political movement with an alternative constitutional vision. The Lincoln-Douglas debates in both 1840 and 1858 were between two political leaders seeking control over official constitutional meanings, not between a representative of the people and a representative of the courts.

Part III will show how struggles over judicial power are struggles between political coalitions, each advancing a different constitutional vision and each with different institutional strengths and weaknesses. Constitutional politics consists of efforts to make distinctive constitutional visions the official law of the land by controlling governmental institutions, empowering those institutions already controlled by political supporters, and

17. 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803).
18. See Kramer, supra note 5, at 246–47.
19. See supra notes 3, 14 and accompanying text.
weakening the authority of those institutions controlled by political rivals. This enduring fight for political power better explains the complete Lincoln-Douglas debates and other episodes in American history than a more narrow concern with judicial supremacy per se. Except during relatively rare transitional periods, courts are almost always integrated into the broader governing regime.20 The Supreme Court of Illinois in 1840 was the primary organ for Whig constitutional principles. The Taney Court in 1858 was a working member of the Jacksonian coalition. Douglas in 1840 and Lincoln in 1858 were attacking institutions controlled by their political rivals and regarded appeals to popular constitutionalism as efforts to transfer constitutional authority to institutions they believed more favorably disposed to their constitutional vision. Lincoln in 1840 and Douglas in 1858 were defending institutions controlled by their political supporters and regarded appeals to popular constitutionalism as efforts to transfer constitutional authority to institutions they believed less favorably disposed to their constitutional vision.

Americans vote for and against these broader political coalitions. They choose between Jacksonians and Whigs or between Republicans and Democrats. Their choice is based on many factors, but approval of their favored coalition’s more general constitutional vision is more likely to play a greater role in electoral decisions than concerns with judicial supremacy and popular constitutionalism. Persons who voted for a Democrat in 1840 may have voted to dismantle Whig-style judicial supremacy, but the same Democrats in 1858 appeared to have voted to maintain Jacksonian-style judicial supremacy. Most likely, they were voting for Jacksonian policies on national banking and slavery, with questions of judicial power being understood largely as means to secure those more important partisan goals. The Republican victory in 1860 was less a triumph of the people over the courts, than the triumph of Republican constitutional principles over Jacksonian constitutional principles.

Popular constitutionalism may be best conceived as describing the process by which Americans choose their governing constitutional vision. Judicial power is regarded largely as an instrumental means for securing that vision. “A broad generalization, inaccurate only at the margins,” Mark Tushnet maintains,

\[\text{is that nearly every constitutional theorist urges minimal judicial review and vigorous democratic dialogue on issues on which the theorist believes her preferred position is likely to prevail in the democratic dia-}\]

logue and more-than-minimal review on issues on which the theorist believes her preferred position is unlikely to prevail there.21 Citizens are little different. Surveys find that approval of judicial decisions is highly correlated with support for the underlying policy.22 The nature of this debate over constitutional authority highlights how the choice between Lincoln and Douglas in 1840 and 1858 was not between democracy or aristocracy or between rule by the courts and rule by the people, but between rule by Jacksonians and rule by Whigs/Republicans.

I. JUDICIAL SUPREMACY IN THEORY AND IN PRACTICE

*The People Themselves* is directed at the common view that judicial supremacy was constitutionally inevitable and largely uncontested throughout American history. Contemporary Supreme Court justices representing the complete judicial spectrum have articulated this understanding in opinions that insist that judicial control over constitutional meaning has been the regime practice since at least 1803. *Marbury v. Madison*, the unanimous tribunal in *Cooper v. Aaron* asserted, "declared the basic principle that the federal judiciary is supreme in the exposition of the law of the Constitution, and that principle has ever since been respected by this Court and the Country as a permanent and indispensable feature of our constitutional system."23 Forty years later, the Rehnquist Court similarly stated, "the courts retain the power, as they have since *Marbury v. Madison*, to determine if Congress has exceeded its authority under the Constitution."24 Distinguished constitutional commentators agree that American history has settled debate over institutional responsibility for determining constitutional meaning in favor of the federal judiciary. Professor Henry Hart of Harvard Law School insisted that the Supreme Court is predestined in the long run not only by the thrilling tradition of Anglo-American law but also by the hard facts of its position in the structure of American institutions to be a voice of reason, charged with the creative function of discerning afresh and of articulating and developing impersonal and durable principles of constitutional law.25 "Democracy does not insist on judges having the last word," Ronald Dworkin maintains, but "practice has now settled that courts do have a

23. 358 U.S. 1, 18 (1958).
responsibility to declare and act on their best understanding of what the Constitution forbids.\textsuperscript{26}

Dworkin's historical justification for judicial supremacy is particularly remarkable. He has famously asserted that constitutional interpretation requires citizens and justices to assess both the morality of the practice under constitutional attack and the extent to which that practice "fits" with previous precedents and other accepted practices. "No theory can count as an adequate justification of institutional history unless it provides a good fit with that history," \textit{Taking Rights Seriously} declares, "but if two or more theories each provide an adequate fit, on that test, then the theory among these that is morally the strongest provides the best justification, even though it exposes more decisions as mistakes than another."\textsuperscript{27} Many commentators complain that "goodness" does all the work in Dworkin's arguments, and "fit" almost none.\textsuperscript{28} When discussing judicial supremacy, however, Dworkin insists that all the work is done by "fit" and none by "goodness." Debate over the jurisprudential merits of judicial supremacy and popular constitutionalism has been, in his view, firmly settled by "practice."\textsuperscript{29}

\textit{The People Themselves} and the complete Lincoln-Douglas debates devastate this claim that judicial supremacy can be justified, independent of the merits, by history, tradition, or practice. Americans in 1789, 1803, 1840, and 1858 did not self-consciously empower courts to determine for the entire political system what the Constitution meant, nor did they meekly acquiesce when justices asserted their authority to settle constitutional conflicts. The persons responsible for the Constitution regarded the large republic, representation, and the separation of powers as more effective means than "parchment barriers" and judicial review for protecting fundamental rights and preserving limitations on national power.\textsuperscript{30} When some justices and their political supporters subsequently claimed that the federal judiciary had the final say on those constitutional disputes that excited the body politic, those assertions were consistently and powerfully


\textsuperscript{27} RONALD DWORKIN, \textit{TAKING RIGHTS SERIOUSLY} 340 (1978).


\textsuperscript{29} DWORKIN, supra note 26, at 12.

challenged. Jefferson challenged judicial authority to declare the Alien and Sedition Acts constitutional.\textsuperscript{31} Jackson challenged judicial authority to determine the constitutional status of the national bank.\textsuperscript{32} When the Supreme Court of Illinois interpreted the state constitution as forbidding a Jacksonian governor from removing a Whig political appointee,\textsuperscript{33} Douglas and other Democrats insisted that the people’s representatives in the state legislature ought to determine the course of local constitutional development. When the Supreme Court in \textit{Dred Scott} interpreted the federal Constitution as prohibiting Congress from banning slavery in the territories, Lincoln and other Republicans insisted that the people’s representatives in the elected branches of the national government ought to determine the course of American constitutional development. Fearing such political challenges, antebellum justices often pulled their constitutional punches. The Supreme Court in \textit{Marbury} declined to order the Jefferson administration to deliver a judicial commission in part for fear that the judicial order would be ignored.\textsuperscript{34} The Marshall Court’s maneuvers in \textit{Worcester v. Georgia}\textsuperscript{35} may be best explained by fears that President Jackson would not implement a more aggressive judicial decision.\textsuperscript{36}

Federal and state justices during the first half of the nineteenth century at most gained the power to settle minor constitutional disputes. Prominent politicians did not challenge the judicial authority to tinker with the jurisdictional questions\textsuperscript{37} or decide minor land disputes.\textsuperscript{38} Much of the Supreme Court’s docket before the Civil War was devoted to straightening out land titles in the West.\textsuperscript{39} Although the cases sometimes raised constitutional issues, popular movements took little notice when the stakes were limited to which individual owned a particular tract of land. Justice John Catron highlighted the low public salience of most contemporaneous Supreme Court decisions when in 1845 he declared that \textit{Pollard v. Hagan} is

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{31} See \textit{Letter from Thomas Jefferson to Judge Spencer Roane} (Sept. 6, 1819), \textit{in 10 The Writings of Thomas Jefferson} 140, 141–42 (Paul Leicester Ford ed., New York, G.P. Putnam’s Sons 1899).
\item \textsuperscript{32} See \textit{Jackson Veto Message}, \textit{supra} note 9.
\item \textsuperscript{33} \textit{Field v. People ex rel. McClermand}, 3 Ill. (2 Scam.) 79 (1839).
\item \textsuperscript{34} ROBERT G. MCCLOSKEY, \textit{The American Supreme Court} 25–28 (Sanford Levinson rev., 4th ed. 2005).
\item \textsuperscript{35} 31 U.S. (6 Pet.) 515 (1832).
\item \textsuperscript{38} \textit{See Mark A. Graber, Naked Land Transfers and American Constitutional Development, 53 Vand. L. Rev.} 73, 114 (2000).
\item \textsuperscript{39} \textit{See id.} at 116.
\end{itemize}
"deemed the most important controversy ever brought before this court, either as it respects the amount of property involved, or the principles on which the present judgment proceeds." The issue in Pollard concerned the ownership of riverbeds when a territory became a state. Constitutional issues of more political consequence in Jacksonian America, such as the national bank, internal improvements, tariffs, and national expansion, were settled by elected officials with little if any judicial involvement.

The controversy over the Douglas Bill in Illinois and imbroglio over judicial reorganization in Kentucky put in perspective the relative lack of debate over national judicial power between 1830 and 1855. Charles Warren suggested that the decline of political attacks on the federal judiciary after 1830 reflected an increasing acceptance of judicial power by persons on all sides of the political spectrum. The more accurate conclusion may be that attacks on the Supreme Court of the United States waned because, from Nullification to the Mexican War, the justices did not take positions on the major controversies of the day. Jacksonians had no need to undermine their fellow Jacksonians who dominated the Supreme Court of the United States after 1835. They consistently pilloried, however, every local Whig judge who dared assert judicial authority in a state with a more majoritarian political culture. Radical democrats in Kentucky reorganized the state judicial system after the state supreme court declared unconstitutional a legislative effort to provide debtor relief. Douglas and fellow Jacksonians in Illinois reorganized the state judicial system after the state supreme court took Whig positions on several controversies. Many local elected officials resisted or refused to implement state or federal court decisions they believed illegitimate. This history belies any national consensus on judicial supremacy before the Civil War. Antebellum justices who attempted to settle heated constitutional controversies inevitably provoked powerful, often successful, attacks on their judicial authority.

Dean Kramer may overreach slightly when claiming that Marbury v. Madison does not support judicial supremacy. The People Themselves insists that Chief Justice Marshall in Marbury merely asserted "that courts had the same duty and the same obligation to enforce the Constitution as

40. 44 U.S. (3 How.) 212, 235 (1845) (Catron, J., dissenting).
41. Id. at 220–21 (majority opinion).
43. 2 CHARLES WARREN, THE SUPREME COURT IN UNITED STATES HISTORY 206 (1947).
44. See Ruger, supra note 2, at 848–52.
everyone else, both in and out of government.” This seems mistaken. Contrary to Dean Kramer’s claim, the passages on judicial power in the Marbury opinion are largely a cut-and-paste job from the speeches leading Federalists gave when defending a powerful judiciary during the debate over the Repeal Act of 1802. Marshall’s emphasis on the writtenness of the Constitution was anticipated by Joseph Hemphill and others. His analysis of limited government was anticipated by James Bayard and others. James Tallmadge anticipated Marshall’s assertion that the Constitution, emanating from the people, is higher law than ordinary statutes. Marshall’s parade of horribles in Marbury was nearly identical to those proposed by many Federalist champions of judicial supremacy. As did Marshall in 1803, many Federalists mentioned the judicial oath to uphold the Constitution as further evidence of the judicial power to declare laws unconstitutional. By comparison, Marshall in Marbury repeated no argument made by a Jeffersonian in 1802 who supported judicial review but not the judicial power to bind elected officials. Fourteen years after Marbury, Marshall made a more explicit assertion of judicial supremacy. “On the Supreme Court of the United States has the constitution of our country to devolved this important duty,” he declared in McCulloch, to settle disputes over the “constitution of our country, in its most interesting and vital parts.” The precise legal holding of Marbury may be debatable, but John Marshall clearly believed that the Supreme Court had the final say on what the Constitution meant.

Popular constitutionalism does not need to enlist this judicial support. What matters is political practice, not legal theory. When most people and

46. KRAMER, supra note 5, at 127.
47. See id. at 125.
elected officials do not treat judicial decisions as binding, then the working Constitution does not regard those decisions as authoritative, no matter what language might be found in judicial opinions. Michael Kent Curtis detailed a popular political tradition in antebellum America that interpreted constitutional free-speech rights far more broadly than most antebellum courts. Abolitionists were legally free to speak in most northern states because northern state legislators were committed to libertarian readings of the expression rights protected in the federal and state constitutions. The constitutional law of free speech that structured political action, Curtis found, was much different than the constitutional law on free speech found in legal books.\textsuperscript{55} Chief Justice Marshall may have asserted that courts were the appropriate institution for settling the constitutional status of the national bank, but Andrew Jackson disagreed. Both Jackson and President Tyler repeatedly vetoed on constitutional grounds bank bills that the Supreme Court had previously held to be constitutional.\textsuperscript{56} Lincoln in his 1858 debates with Douglas stated that the constitutional status of the national bank had been settled by those Jacksonian presidential vetoes, and not by Marshall’s judicial opinion in \textit{McCulloch}.\textsuperscript{57} If Lincoln was right that political practice from 1831 to 1858 had established that the federal government had no constitutional power to incorporate a national bank, then the same political practice had clearly established that elected officials had the power to settle constitutional controversies, even in the face of contrary judicial precedent.

Prominent politicians before the Civil War supported judicial decision making only when they favored the decisions the justices were making, had political reasons for wanting justices to make the policy choice in question, or did not care very much about the issues before the courts. When these three conditions were absent, justices often found reasons for avoiding controversial decisions. Marshall found a statutory excuse that enabled him to avoid striking down southern laws imprisoning free seamen of color whose ships docked in slave states: "[A]s I am not fond of butting against a

\textsuperscript{55} See Curtis, supra note 16, at 3–4. Jon Gould observes that, at present, the popular constitutional understandings of hate speech that structure political action are far more restrictive than the constitutional law of hate speech handed down by the Supreme Court. See Jon B. Gould, Speak No Evil: The Triumph of Hate Speech Regulation 5–8 (2005).

\textsuperscript{56} See Jackson Veto Message, supra note 9 (stating that Congress has no power to establish a national bank); Veto Messages from President John Tyler to the U.S. Senate (Aug. 16, 1841), in 4 Compilation, supra note 9, at 63–68 (same); Veto Messages from President John Tyler to the U.S. House of Representatives (Sept. 9, 1841), in 4 Compilation, supra note 9, at 68–72 (same).

\textsuperscript{57} See Lincoln & Douglas, Sixth Debate, supra note 15, at 268.
When justices nevertheless attempted to settle heated political controversies, elected officials either reorganized the judicial system, as Douglas and his supporters did in 1840, or ignored the judicial ruling, as Lincoln did after taking office in 1861. In antebellum America, popular constitutionalism was the political practice, even if judicial supremacy may have been the legal theory.

II. TRADITIONS VERSUS COALITIONS

In addition to debunking claims that more than 200 years of practice have established judicial supremacy, *The People Themselves* maintains that American constitutional politics has been characterized by an ongoing battle between two opposing traditions, judicial supremacy and popular constitutionalism. Dean Kramer asserts that "American politics have always been defined by a struggle between two great principles." The first, "aristocracy, . . . has always been concerned first and foremost with 'the excess of democracy.'" The second, "democracy," is championed by those with "greater faith in the capacity of their fellow citizens to govern responsibly." This struggle between those with "differing sensibilities about popular government and the political trustworthiness of ordinary people," Dean Kramer contends, is "a very old conflict: one that started the moment Americans set their sights on creating a republic and that has scarcely ever flagged since then." Kramer recognizes important differences between eighteenth-century Federalists and Jeffersonians on the one hand, and turn of the twenty-first century liberals and conservatives on the other. Nevertheless, *The People Themselves* concludes that "while the field of battle may have changed over time, it is still the same old war." Contemporary


59. The Lincoln administration in 1862 declared that free blacks were American citizens, and Congress that year banned slavery in all American territories. See 10 Op. Att’y Gen. 382 (1862); see also Act of June 19, 1862, ch. 111, 12 Stat. 432 ("An Act to secure Freedom to all Persons within the Territories of the United States").

60. KRAMER, supra note 5, at 246–47.

61. id. at 246.
"supporters of judicial supremacy are today's aristocrats." Contemporary popular constitutionalists count the following as their "intellectual forebears: Jefferson, Madison, and Van Buren."\(^{62}\)

The complete Lincoln-Douglas debates belie this assertion. If Kramer is correct, then Lincoln in 1858 could have counted Douglas in 1840 as one of his "intellectual forebears," while Lincoln in 1840 was part of a tradition that included Douglas in 1858. A Republican coalition, three-fourths of whose members were former Whigs,\(^{63}\) would have been the heirs to the Jacksonian tradition, while such committed Jacksonians as James Buchanan ought to have considered Daniel Webster a venerable ancestor. Neither Lincoln nor Douglas exhibited such a wholesale transformation in political orientation. Lincoln idolized Henry Clay throughout his career.\(^{64}\) Douglas and other Democrats continually venerated the memory of Andrew Jackson.\(^{65}\) Professor Joel Silbey's study of party politics during the nineteenth century concludes that "both the Democrats and their opponents remained true to their commitments" from 1838 until 1893.\(^ {66}\)

Lincoln, Douglas, Jacksonians, and Whigs were not the only American politicians or political parties whose attitudes toward institutional authority over constitutional meaning evolved in response to political events. Prominent Federalists and Jeffersonians switched sides in the political debates over judicial supremacy that took place during the last decade of the eighteenth century. New Deal liberals attacked judicial activism during the 1930s, learned to love judicial power during the 1950s and 1960s, but are having second thoughts at the turn of the twenty-first century. Some contemporary conservatives are becoming more enamored of judicial power, and are even calling for the judiciary to protect unenumerated constitutional rights. Kramer is correct to note the ongoing struggle over judicial power in American history, but the struggles have been between different political coalitions rather than between representatives of "aristocratic" and "democratic" political traditions.

Neither Lincoln nor Douglas adhered to fixed aristocratic or democratic understandings of judicial power throughout their political careers. Lincoln championed judicial supremacy when he was a Whig, but more

---

\(^{62}\) Id. at 247.


\(^{64}\) See Lincoln & Douglas, First Debate, supra note 11, at 29 (declaring "Henry Clay" was "my beau ideal of a statesman, the man for whom I fought all my humble life").

\(^{65}\) See JOHANNSEN, supra note 1, at 381.

aggressively challenged courts when he became a Republican. Douglas supported Jacksonian attacks on courts during the 1830s and 1840s, and then endorsed Jacksonian efforts to make federal courts the final arbiter of slavery questions during the 1850s. Their differing orientation toward courts does not appear to correspond to any change in their more general political principles or attitudes towards popular participation in politics. Douglas championed a limited federal economic role and national expansion throughout his career. Lincoln left the Whig party only when he perceived that coalition no longer had the capacity to win elections, not because he had abandoned faith in the American System championed by Henry Clay. Lincoln and Douglas advocated different positions on judicial power in 1858 than they did in 1840 partly because control over the judiciary had changed and partly because the issues being adjudicated by the judiciary had changed.

Lincoln, Douglas, Jacksonians, and Whigs during the 1830s and 1840s were debating the authority of state and federal judicial systems dominated by Whigs. Members of the Marshall Court had campaigned for John Quincy Adams in 1828. Most state judges were identified with the more commercial wing of the fragmenting Jeffersonian coalition or with the opposition to rising Jacksonian coalition. Jacksonians opposed and Whigs celebrated judicial power in this political environment, partly because judicial power was generally understood to be a means for advancing Whig constitutional visions. As Jacksonians consolidated their control over the federal judiciary, they soon found judicial supremacy useful as a means for advancing Jacksonian political goals and for holding together a decaying coalition. Northern Whigs, who had been the most enthusiastic champions of the Marshall Court, proved less enamored with judicial power when exercised by the Southern-dominated Taney Court.

The evolution of the Jacksonian-Whig debate over judicial power was anticipated by the evolution of the Federalist-Jeffersonian debate over judicial power. During the early 1790s, prominent Jeffersonians defended and prominent Federalists questioned the judicial power to declare federal laws.

67. See supra notes 7, 15 and accompanying text.
68. See supra notes 3, 14 and accompanying text.
69. See supra notes 7, 15 and accompanying text.
70. See supra note 6, at 188–91.
71. See supra note 6, at 263.
72. See supra note 2, at 832–33, 867.
73. See supra note 11.
74. See supra note 12, at 46–50.
unconstitutional. When the justices on circuit declared that Congress could not vest them with the power to determine whether Revolutionary War veterans were legally entitled to invalid pensions when judicial rulings were subject to review by a cabinet official, James Madison writing to Henry Lee celebrated this effort to call "the attention of the Pu[b]lic to Legislative fallibility." "[P]erhaps they may be wrong in the exertion of their power," he stated, "but such an evidence of its existence gives inquietude to those who do not wish congress to be controled or doubted . . . ." The National Gazette, a Jeffersonian newspaper, was even more enthusiastic about this exercise of legal authority. The editor declared that a judicial decision holding a federal law "unconstitutional, must be a matter of high gratification to every republican and friend of liberty: since it assures the people of ample protection to their constitutional rights and privileges, against any attempt of legislative and executive oppression." Federalists were less excited about the first federal decision declaring congressional legislation unconstitutional. Fisher Ames wrote Thomas Dwight that the "decision of the Judges, on the validity of our pension law, is generally censured as indiscreet and erroneous."

A decade later, Federalists were championing judicial supremacy and Jeffersonians insisting the electoral branches of the national government had equal power to determine what the Constitution meant. The consistency with which federal courts sustained the Alien and Sedition Acts and other Federalist measures implemented during the undeclared war against France, as well as the partisan composition of the federal judiciary, were the crucial events responsible for these altered political commitments. When the Alien and Sedition Acts were initially passed, some Jeffersonians continued looking to the federal courts for relief against Congress. Federalists became firmly committed to an expanded federal judiciary and Jef-
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fersonians became firmly committed to popular constitutionalism only when events clarified which side the federal judiciary was on in the political struggles of the time. The Judiciary Act of 1801, which dramatically expanded the federal judiciary, and the Adams administration’s decision to fill all of those judicial vacancies with prominent Federalists cemented the new partisan views on judicial power. Federalists, who seemed unsure about judicial power in 1792, in 1802 described the Supreme Court as “that fortress of the Constitution.” Jeffersonians, who had previously called on the Supreme Court to strike down Federalist measures, in 1802 described as “novel” the claim that “the nation is to look up to these immaculate judges to protect their liberties.”

American politics over the last hundred years similarly confounds any effort to place the proponents and opponents of judicial power into such neat conceptual categories as “aristocrats” and “democrats.” During the first third of the twentieth century, progressives bitterly fought to reduce the power of federal courts and make courts more accountable to elected officials and popular opinion. Prominent conservatives before the New Deal, such as President and later Chief Justice William Howard Taft, insisted that federal courts and judicial power were the best instruments for protecting property rights and preventing communism. When New Dealers gained control of the federal court system by the end of the Franklin Roosevelt administration, many liberals lost their inhibitions about judicial power. Courts became another agent of democracy, protecting democratic processes and “discreet and insular minorities.” Conservatives during the heyday of the Warren Court complained about an “imperial judiciary” that was undermining American democracy. When conservatives during the Reagan and George H. W. Bush administrations once again regained control of the federal court system, they did not institute a new regime of judicial restraint. Rather, a conservative Rehnquist Court majority has declared more federal laws unconstitutional than any other tribunal in American history. Responding to these practices, many liberals are complaining about “an increasingly Imperial Court” that “does not feel bound by consti-
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tutional text, precedent, prudential restraint, ... the votes of the populace, ... the usual constraints of judicial craftsmanship,” or “the messy processes of democracy.”

As was the case with Lincoln and Douglas, these changing attitudes towards judicial power throughout American history do not appear to correspond to changing attitudes on other issues. Republicans throughout the 1790s were more committed than Federalists to popular participation in politics, and they were always less committed to a strong national government. Time was needed for each coalition to determine whether the Supreme Court was likely to favor its distinctive constitutional vision. Progressives and liberals for the past fifty years have always been more committed to economic redistribution and racial egalitarianism than conservatives. What has changed is the extent to which the Supreme Court has been willing to support progressive or conservative goals.

Lincoln, Douglas, and other Americans also responded differently to different exercises of judicial power because their more general constitutional visions did not commit them to either judicial supremacy or popular constitutionalism on all the issues of the day. Contrary to Kramer’s thesis, neither “democrat” nor “aristocrat” does justice to historical attitudes toward judicial power. Rather, Lincoln and Douglas had broader political and legal commitments that justified supporting Supreme Court policymaking in some instances and not others. The differences in their rhetoric of 1840 and 1858 were neither a consequence of pure politics nor principles entirely abstracted from politics, but an integration of political and principled considerations that is typical of American constitutionalism. Whigs and Jacksonians both championed general principles that could be used to defend and oppose judicial power. Which principles were invoked was partly a function of which political coalition controlled the judiciary. Nevertheless, constitutional argument was not purely instrumental. General principles both structured and limited partisan attacks on federal courts. Whigs and Jacksonians advocated different conditions under which justices were authorized to settle constitutional disputes. Lincoln and Douglas were more approving of judicial decisions when their fellow partisans were on the bench, partly because their partisans were likely to make the sort of judicial decisions they believed appropriately settled constitutional disputes. Nevertheless, both Lincoln and Douglas deferred to judicial decisions that met their conditions for finality, even when they disagreed with the judicial policy choice.

Lincoln’s attack on *Dred Scott* was consistent with the Whig view that courts should be above the political fray. “[I]t . . . might be . . . factious, nay, even revolutionary, to not acquiesce in it as a precedent,” he wrote in 1858, had *Dred Scott* “been made by the unanimous concurrence of the judges, and without any apparent partisan bias, and in accordance with legal public expectation, and with the steady practice of the departments in our history.” Democrats had no business attacking courts in 1840, Lincoln believed, because the judicial decisions in question were made “without any apparent partisan bias, and in accordance with legal public expectation.” The Taney Court did not settle the constitutional status of slavery in the territories because *Dred Scott* was “wanting in all these claims to the public confidence.”

Consistent with his Whig commitment to judicial power, Lincoln on the campaign trail claimed that Republican political efforts were directed not at an executive overthrow of a judicial regime, but at having *Dred Scott* “reversed if we can, and a new judicial rule established upon this subject.”

Lincoln accepted proslavery judicial decisions that satisfied “these claims to the public confidence.” His first inaugural address denied that “the policy of the government” on slavery in the territories could “be irrevocably fixed by decisions of the Supreme Court, the instant they are made,” but implied that “the policy of the government” on fugitive slaves had been “irrevocably fixed” by a series of Supreme Court decisions. When discussing sectional controversies over the rendition process, Lincoln suggested, “it will be much safer for all, both in official and private stations, to conform to, and abide by, all those acts which stand unrepealed, than to violate any of them, trusting to find impunity in having them held to be unconstitutional.” He had previously informed Republican senators “[t]hat the fugitive slave clause of the Constitution ought to be enforced by a law of Congress, with efficient provisions for that object.” The difference between his position on slavery in the territories and the rendition of fugitive slaves may have been rooted in what Lincoln perceived as the difference between *Dred Scott* and *Prigg v. Pennsylvania*.
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slave states, who were nominated by Whig and Jacksonian presidents, all agreed that Congress had the right to pass fugitive slave laws. Unlike *Dred Scott*, *Prigg* at the time of the first inaugural had been reaffirmed by federal courts. While Lincoln clearly preferred that alleged fugitive slaves have more procedural safeguards, he was less willing to challenge judicial decisions that met Whig standards for constitutional authority.

Douglas’s defense of *Dred Scott* in 1858 was consistent with his earlier Jacksonian opposition to judicial power. Jacksonians objected to judicial power unsanctioned by contemporary majorities. Judicial supremacy was justified, however, when popular majorities self-consciously empowered courts to settle particular constitutional disputes. Jurisdictional grants were a common means by which Jacksonians vested courts with the power to settle constitutional disputes. Democrats believed that Congress had complete control of the Supreme Court’s appellate jurisdiction. If the people through their representatives in the legislature had determined that a constitutional dispute was best settled by adjudication, then Jacksonians could reconcile popular constitutionalism and judicial supremacy. From this perspective, Douglas’s positions on judicial power in 1840 and 1858 were consistent. In sharp contrast to the behavior of the Illinois courts in the late 1830s, federal courts in the 1850s had been authorized to determine the constitutional status of slavery. As Jefferson Davis reminded his contemporaries, the Supreme Court was “the umpire selected as the referee in the controversy.”

Having supported the legislative decision authorizing courts to decide the constitutional status of slavery in the territories, Douglas accepted the *Dred Scott* decision even though he favored popular sovereignty. Douglas later favored legislation empowering the Supreme Court to determine whether Congress was obligated to pass a slave code for the territories, even though he probably thought that the Supreme Court would hand down a decision that would further undermine popular sovereignty. As was the case with Lincoln, Douglas was committed to neither popular
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constitutionalism nor to judicial supremacy, but to a set of conditions for determining when a judicial decision was authoritative.

Americans during the twentieth century have similarly been more committed to various sets of conditions for determining when judicial decisions are authoritative than to either popular constitutionalism or judicial supremacy in the abstract. The primary liberal and progressive criticisms of early twentieth-century judicial activism were that courts lack the expertise and democratic pedigree necessary to make economic policy. New Dealers did not abandon this position once they gained control of the judiciary. Many, most notably Felix Frankfurter, Learned Hand, and Raoul Berger, insisted throughout their lives that liberal judicial activism was no better than conservative judicial activism. Other jurists on the political left began insisting that the democratic principles underlying previous liberal attacks on such decisions as *Lochner v. New York* could be employed to justify judicial activism on behalf of the democratic process and persons of color. Whether liberals would have developed these arguments had conservatives maintained control of the courts is doubtful. Nevertheless, liberal justifications for popular constitutionalism before the New Deal influenced liberal justifications for judicial supremacy after the New Deal. With rare exceptions, progressive and liberal justices were very slow to develop arguments for protecting the fundamental rights to basic necessities, in part because such activism was more difficult to justify using the principles first developed to attack judicial policymaking on economic matters.

Generational change may also better explain the course of political debate over judicial power than enduring democratic or aristocratic sensibilities. History provides some reason for thinking that many political actors throughout their lives emphasize those elements of their broader political principles that were activated by their first committed participation.
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in debates over judicial power. Neither Lincoln nor Douglas played any prominent role in the heated political debates over the proposed repeal of section 25 of the Judiciary Act that occupied politicians during the first third of the nineteenth century.\footnote{See generally Charles Warren, Legislative and Judicial Attacks on the Supreme Court of the United States—A History of the Twenty-Fifth Section of the Judiciary Act, 47 AM. L. REV. 161 (1913).} Not having committed themselves in their political youth to a fixed position on judicial power, each was politically and intellectually freer than their political elders to adopt Jacksonian or Whig/Republican principles to the political debates that most concerned their political generation. Not surprisingly, therefore, the generation that regarded \textit{Dred Scott} as the quintessential example of judicial power analyzed institutional authority differently than the generation that began its analysis thinking about \textit{McCulloch}.

Americans witnessed the similar impact of generational change after the New Deal. Most prominent academics who came of age during the 1930s had difficulty accepting judicial activism, even when the justices were making policies they supported.\footnote{See Martin Shapiro, Fathers and Sons: The Court, the Commentators, and the Search for Values, in \textit{The Burger Court: The Counter-Revolution That Wasn't} 218, 236–38 (Vincent Blasi ed., 1983).} By contrast, such liberal scholars as Ronald Dworkin and Lawrence Tribe, who came of age during the heyday of the Warren Court, have supported judicial supremacy, even in the face of Burger and Rehnquist Court decisions that increasingly wield judicial power for conservative causes. Contemporary proponents of popular constitutionalism or the Constitution outside of the courts are either the few members of an older generation who raised questions about judicial power before the advent of the Rehnquist Court,\footnote{See \textit{Sanford Levinson}, \textit{Constitutional Faith} (1988); \textit{Mark Tushnet}, \textit{Taking the Constitution Away from the Courts} (1999).} or scholars, such as Larry Kramer, who came of age long after the Warren Court ended. The leading academic proponents of conservative judicial activism at present are younger scholars who barely remember the Burger, much less the Warren Court. The originalist rhetoric that presently underlies much conservative judicial activism was first wielded by an earlier generation of conservatives to oppose liberal judicial activism.\footnote{See \textit{Keck}, supra note 88, at 4–8.}

Attitudes towards judicial supremacy also reflect the life cycle of political coalitions. Keith Whittington brilliantly documents in a forthcoming book\footnote{See \textit{Whittington}, supra note 73. The following paragraph relies heavily on Professor Whittington's pathbreaking research.} how presidential understandings of judicial authority have de-
pended on the place of the presidency in "political time." Reconstructive presidents who come to power with a license to overturn the constitutional commitments of a previous political regime almost always advocate some version of popular constitutionalism or departmentalism. Jackson, Lincoln, and Franklin Roosevelt sought to weaken the authority of courts that they regarded as the last outpost of a deposed coalition. Affiliated and disjunctive presidents whose main task is keeping together their fraying political coalitions typically support judicial power as a means for overcoming the increased fragmentation of the polity they govern. John Quincy Adams, James Buchanan, and Herbert Hoover were judicial supremacists in part because they regarded courts as a bulwark against the political forces that were causing their partisan regime to disintegrate. That weakened coalitions increasingly employ courts as means for preserving political power complicates Kramer's assertion that "[w]hat is certain is that popular constitutionalism was the clear victor each time matters came to a head." Increased reliance on courts is more often a consequence than the cause of political vulnerability. A Jacksonian coalition strong enough to withstand Lincoln in 1860 probably would have been strong enough to pass its program legislatively rather than rely on courts to protect slavery in the territories.

Dean Kramer recognizes how debates over judicial supremacy have historically evolved when he observes, "Rather than discuss faction, as Federalists had done in the 1790s, [Joseph] Story focused on nullification and the claim that every state could interpret the Constitution for itself." Rather than ask whether this might reflect fundamental differences in Federalist and Whig orientations to politics, however, The People Themselves treats the need for uniformity as a variation on the enduring aristocratic distrust of popular politics. The better view is that every political coalition that has contested elections for more than a generation has articulated general principles that may be employed to defend both popular constitutionalism and judicial supremacy. Douglas in 1858 demonstrated how the Jacksonian principles he articulated in 1840 when defending popular con-
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stitutionalism could be used to justify judicial supremacy. Lincoln in 1858 demonstrated how the Whig principles he articulated in 1840 when defending judicial supremacy could be used to justify popular constitutionalism. The relative merits of their arguments about institutional authority lie in the relative merits of Whig and Jacksonian constitutional principles, not in the relative merits of democracy and aristocracy.

III. THE PEOPLE VERSUS THE PEOPLE

American constitutional politics is best characterized as an ongoing struggle between people who want to empower courts to make certain public policies and people who believe those policies should be made by other institutions. Most Jacksonian Democrats during the 1830s and early 1840s sought to reduce the power of the judiciary. Most Whigs during that time period favored a powerful court system. Both coalitions were supported by approximately half the voting age population. While Whigs enjoyed greater support among the commercial classes, each coalition enjoyed substantial support from elites and each had a deep mass base. A similar story can be told about contemporary constitutional politics. As Chief Justice Rehnquist noted in his Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey opinion, both proponents and opponents of judicial protection for abortion rights enjoy the popular support necessary to generate mass demonstrations. Pro-choice people march in favor of judicial authority over reproductive choice. Pro-life people presently demonstrate for legislative authority. Both political movements are more interested in securing their constitutional vision than in the precise allocation of institutional authority. Justices deciding whether to reaffirm Roe v. Wade choose between these different coalitions of people, not between an abstracted “people” and the courts.

The prominent politicians and political movements involved in these political struggles over institutional authority have not remained fixed or exhibited fixed characteristics throughout American history. Madison was only the first of the many prominent American constitutional thinkers whose attitude towards judicial power changed with the times. Douglas and other northern Jacksonians became more sympathetic to judicial power during the 1850s. Lincoln and other northern Whigs, now calling them-
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selves Republicans,124 became less sympathetic. Liberals during the 1930s complained about "government by judiciary."125 The next generation of liberals celebrated the federal courts as "the forum of principle."126 The next liberal generation is elaborating a more popular constitutionalism.127 Senior conservatives who fulminated against judicial activism128 are being replaced by younger conservatives who advance different versions of a "Constitution-in-exile" when advocating substantial judicial activism on behalf of property rights and federalism.129

The arguments for judicial supremacy have also evolved over time. Whigs emphasized that judicial supremacy was necessary to ensure a unified national economy.130 Jacksonians during the 1850s insisted that judicial supremacy was necessary to prevent sectional issues from disrupting the Union.131 Conservatives at the turn of the twentieth century maintained that judicial supremacy was necessary to protect property rights,132 while liberals during the middle twentieth century maintained that judicial supremacy was necessary to protect minority rights.133 These different justifications for judicial power influenced how judicial power was exercised. Jacksonians wanted courts to impose national solutions for slavery problems, but were more inclined to leave other economic issues to the states. Liberals after the New Deal called on Supreme Court justices to protect free-speech rights, but not economic rights, even those economic rights they believed were central to a truly functioning system of free speech.134

*The People Themselves* tells a more a monolithic story, one suspects, because Kramer remains under the influence of the counter-majoritarianism difficulty. Alexander Bickel, who coined the phrase, indicated that consti-
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tutional politics was a struggle between the people and the courts. "[W]hen the Supreme Court declares unconstitutional a legislative act or the action of an elected executive," Bickel maintained, "it thwarts the will of the representatives of the actual people of the here and now."135 Seen from this perspective, Kramer's work is both revolutionary and very traditional. Unlike many proponents of grand constitutional theory, Kramer sides with the people in their struggles against the courts. Like the proponents of grand constitutional theory, Kramer regards these struggles as contests between the people and the courts.

Contemporary political science is offering a new interpretation of political struggles over the institutional power to settle constitutional meaning. Judicial review, students of public law declare, is "politically constructed"136 or has "political foundations."137 Justices declare federal and state laws unconstitutional, in this view, only when they are explicitly or implicitly invited to do so by members of the dominant political coalition, or when there is good reason to believe that at least some members of the dominant political coalition will support that exercise of judicial power. Elected officials have historically supported judicial power and judicial supremacy because they wish to avoid responsibility for settling particularly contentious and cross-cutting social issues,138 because the judiciary may be seen as an ally against other institutions controlled by different coalitions,139 or because they wish to entrench themselves against the possibility of electoral defeat.140 Elected officials empower courts by expanding their jurisdiction, passing vague laws that require justices to make policy in the guise of interpretation, supporting litigation aimed at declaring laws unconstitutional, appointing known proponents of judicial power to the bench, and otherwise signaling to the courts that they favor—or at least do not oppose—certain aggressive uses of judicial power.141
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Politically constructed judicial review does not present the classic counter-majoritarian difficulty. When justices declare laws unconstitutional, they thwart the will of some elected officials, but are supported by other elected representatives of the people of the here and now. Many elected officials who support particular instances of judicial power play prominent roles in the dominant majority coalition. President James Buchanan enthusiastically supported the judicial decision in the *Dred Scott* case. The Supreme Court's new federalism offensive is quite consistent with the more limited federal role in certain domestic policies championed by prominent Republicans.

Judicial review more often than not presents clashing majoritarian problems or non-majoritarian problems. Clashing majoritarian problems occur when majorities in one branch of government or one governmental institution disagree with majorities in another branch or institution, each with a plausible claim to speak for the people. Good examples include abortion during the 1980s, which pitted a pro-life executive against a pro-choice congressional majority, and *Brown v. Board of Education*, which pitted an antisegregation executive branch against prosegregation southern states. Non-majoritarian problems occur when no majority has formed in favor of any specific policy. Good examples include slavery during the 1850s and campaign finance reform during the 1970s. Clashing majoritarian and non-majoritarian problems present issues for democratic theory, but those issues cannot be framed as judicial review versus democracy or as democracy versus aristocracy. As I have written elsewhere,

The merits of judicial review lie in the extent to which that practice serves values internal to democracy, rather than in the choice between democratic and some other values. All democratic institutions privilege some people at the expense of others. Whether judicial review is desirable depends on the interests democracies should privilege and whether judicial review privileges those interests in a democratically appropriate manner.
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Judicial supremacy in a world where judicial power is politically constructed is both an alternative to and a consequence of popular constitutionalism. Some proponents of judicial supremacy maintain that the people cannot be trusted with constitutional meaning. Others have favored judicial supremacy on some issues because they prefer rule by national majorities to rule by local majorities, because they prefer popular constitutionalism on other issues, or because they believe the Supreme Court is likely to side with the elected branch of the national government controlled by their partisans when that branch disagrees with the elected branch of the national government controlled by their political opponents. Both "aristocratic" and more "democratic" proponents of judicial supremacy seek to secure their constitutional vision by persuading their fellow citizens and elected officials that their institutional vision should become the law of the land. Sustained periods of judicial policymaking have occurred historically only when proponents of a strong judiciary have secured at least partial control over at least one elected branch of government. Judicial review takes place with the permission of these elected officials and, at most, "thwarts the will" of elected officials in other governing institutions. This seems consistent with popular constitutionalism. If the people should ultimately decide what the Constitution means, then the people decide the allocation of constitutional authority as well as how constitutional provisions concerning the powers of government and individual rights should be interpreted. Douglas in 1858 was as much speaking for the people when, affirming judicial power to decide the status of slavery in the territories, he defeated Lincoln in the Illinois Senate election as Lincoln was in 1860 when, challenging that judicial authority, he defeated Douglas for the presidency.

CONCLUSION

Popular constitutionalists who recognize that judicial power is politically constructed nevertheless have reasons for supporting Dean Kramer's criticisms of the Rehnquist Court. Judicial supremacy in the past was defended on its merits and was partly a consequence of electoral victories by coalitions that articulated their understanding of judicial power on the campaign trail. Democrats during the 1852 and 1856 election campaigns openly declared that they believed the Supreme Court was the proper institution to settle divisive debates over slavery. Lyndon Johnson in 1964 proudly
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burnished his support for the Warren Court.\textsuperscript{150} Their electoral victories provided \textit{Dred Scott} and \textit{Brown} with democratic foundations. The reigning Republican majority, by comparison, campaigns against judicial power. President Bush repeatedly condemns "activist judges."\textsuperscript{151} Republican judicial appointees offer no justification of judicial supremacy other than that the Supreme Court has always been the final arbiter of constitutional meaning.\textsuperscript{152} Dean Kramer demonstrates that their historical analysis is mistaken. Judicial power has been contested throughout American history. As often as not, officials outside the judiciary have had as much to say about official constitutional meanings as judicial actors. If the contemporary Republican majority intends for the judiciary to institute some version of the "Constitution-in-exile,"\textsuperscript{153} \textit{The People Themselves} demands and the people themselves ought to demand that the Bush administration publicly announce their general constitutional vision and explain why justices are best qualified to implement those principles.
